> New boxes
> Purchase and sale of used boxes
> Ventilation walls
> Box rental
> Webshop

www.mrsboxes.com
1. **Potato box**
Box suitable for different ventilation systems used for the storage of potatoes, onions and chicory.

2. **Onion box / grain box**
This box is closed on the short side, has a pallet entry of 150 mm and an open or closed bottom deck. The grain box features 4 plywood sides and a pallet top deck with a wire mesh.

3. **Flower bulb box**
Made of plywood or concreteplex with a sendzimir galvanised perforated sheet.

4. **Cabbage box**
Wooden pallet equipped with a galvanised metal frame.
5  **1.000 kg box**  
In use on specialised farms and suited for agricultural farm shops and supermarkets. Several models of varying length, width and height are available.

6  **2.000 kg box**  
Highly sought-after on the German market. Reinforced using additional and thicker posts. The upper edge has also been strengthened, using a beam.

7  **Carrot box**  
The box body is mounted onto the pallet using 6 brackets instead of a plywood joint.

8  **Ventilation walls**  
Tailor-made pressure and suction ventilation walls for potato, onion and bulb storage. Both prefab and on-site assembly.

9  **Used boxes**  
Purchase and sale of used boxes. Large selection of all sizes and models. Ask us about rental options. Also repair and (spare) part supply.
The bar is set high!

- **Top quality**
  We pay a lot of attention to detail when producing boxes.

- **Competitive price**
  Together we decide which materials are best used for the lowest prices.

- **Tailored professional advice**
  Our salespeople are experts in the field of box storage. They can advise you on making choices of purchasing boxes.

- **Production on 3 locations**
  By producing regionally we can keep transportation costs low.

- **Assembly on location**
  After consultation with us, boxes can be delivered in parts and assembled at the client’s location to save on transportation costs.

---

28 Engelumerstraat
8913 GD Leeuwarden
M +31 (0)6 51 827927

Buying or selling wooden boxes?
Call us now!

For a complete selection and finding your regional salesman or woman visit our website.

www.mrsboxes.com